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Ruth Benedict, the noted anthropologist, defines culture as, "what

really binds men together the ideas and standards they have in common:0

Anthropologists have long beeh involved in the study of culture and the

process of culture change. As a future teacher of English as a Second

Language I am very much concerned with the study and understanding of

culture contact. There is an abundance of problems facing the newly

arrived "stranger" in a foreign country. The two basic problems are,

in my experience and opinion, the conflicting need to become an accepted

member of the new society and at the same time to preserve the culture

and heritage of the native society. Such a situation can be confusing,

frightening and discouraging for a child. I therefore think it is the

responsibility of teachers such as myself to attempt to learn the customs

and cultural values and attitudes of the children they hope to teach.

Culture contact has occured throughout history in several forms.

The main reasons for culture contact are colonization of an underdeveloped

society by a more developed dominant culture, voluntary immigration of

people to another land for varying reasons, forcible transplanting of

groups of people to another land, and war. These situations of culture

contact may result in various possibilities for cultural change. When

a group of people comes in contact with another group there may be a fusion

of the two groups as a result of miscegenation. This is called amalgamation.

An example of this process is the settling of the frontier of the U.S. with

a mixture of peoplas form severql Northern European countries who inter

married to eventually form the culture of white, middle America. Another

possibility is accomodatton which occurs when both groups involved in the

culture contact make changes in their social and cultural forms in order

to achieve a necessary degree of harmony. A third possibility is that the
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less dominant group may become pa4 of the other group while still main-

taining its original group identity. This is called cultural pluralism and

is characteristic of the adaptation of the American Jew. The fourth pos-

sibility is assimilation which is achieved when the le a dominant group,

though the process may he gradual, eventually becomes a part of the other

group. When the great waves of immigration from southern and eastern

Europe began in the late nineteenth century the popular attitude among

Americans w*.s to "Americanize" them as quickly as possible. Milton M.

Gordon, 4.n his stet! of Assimilation in American Life, calls this the

Anglo-conformity theory of assimilation. "While Americanization in its

various stages had more than one emphasis, essentially it was a consciously

articulated movement to strip the immigrant of his native culture and attach-

ments and make him over into an American along Anglo-Saxon lines - all this

to be accomplished with great rapidity. To use an image of a later day,

it was an attempt at "pressure-cooking assimilation."2

Often the terms acculturation and assimilation are used synonymously.

However, Gordon has designed an interesting paradigm for the understanding.

of assimilation and in it he considers acculturation to be only the first

step in the process of assimilation. He maintains that the process of full

assimilation, although always taking place in varying degrees, can be broken

down into seven basic steps:

11-011,11

1) Cultural or behavioral assimilation - acculturation(when the
new group changes its cultural patterns to those of the host
society)

2) Structixal pssimilation (when the new group is allowed to
enter cliques, clubs and institutions of the host society)

3) LarRe-scale intermarriae - amplRamation

4) IdentificPtionP1 assind atio (the development of a sense
of peoplehood based exclusively on the host society)

5) Attitude receptional assimilation (when there is an absence
of prejudiced feelings against the assimilating group)
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6) Rehwior recentional n6similation (when there is an absence
of discrimination against the assimilating group)

7) Civic assimilAlcw(when there is hn absence of value and
power conflict between both groupe).3

This model Is helpful in understanding the contributing variables in the

process of aenimflatim. However, for the teacher of English as a Second

Language, a better frame of reference would be to consider the theory of

cultural pluralism as a process of assimilation and also as an objective

in teaching. The melting-pot concept idealistically stresses the intense

intermingling of all groups to farm a new "American" culture. This con-

cept is ipracticl and has prcved in this century to be irreconcilable

with the patterns of assimdlation which have taken place. Oilthough the

great proportion of immigrant groups who arrived in the U. S. in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries haikachieved an advanced degree

of acculturation, they still maintain a high degree of ethnic identity.

This strong ethnic identity and the powerful forces of culture patterns

will often cause a type of "culture shock" among new immigrants in a country. A

teacher should be aware of this phenomenon in order to assure a com-

fortable learning situation for the students. I consider myself fortunate

since I recently was a victim of "culture shock" and therefore am better

able to understand the confusion and discomfort of so many children in-

volved in the English as a Second Language program.

Last year I spent several months as a volunteer teacher in a border

development town in Israel. Upon my arrival in Israel I had no knowledge

of Hebrew and also no background about the "development town" or the people

who inhabit these towns. These towns have been set up by the Israeli govern-

ment in an effort to deal with the large numbers of immigrants arriving from

North Africa and farts of the Middle East. The town I was assigned to has

a population of approximately ten thousand
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town is about ten years old 80 that, most of these people have already learned

the Hebrew language and have adapted, in varying degrees, to Israeli culture.

As a volunteer from the United'States.I was received with anything but

open arms. My langoace problem, as well as my New York City background,

caused a general feeling of unhappiness and disorientation. Often the

people whc*I dealt with were themselves suffering from "culture shock"

since modern technological advancements such as indoor plumbing were un-

known to them until their arrival in Israel. Strangely enough, my own

Jewish identity did not serve as a means of communication between the people

of the town and myself. They thought of me as an American and the fact that

I am a Jew was insignificant in their attitudes toward me. Another source

of "culture shock" was the constant reminder that a war was going on. Be-

cause the town I lived in was very close to both the Lebanese and Syrian

borders there was a good deal of bombing in the distance along with a few

direct hits on the town. The presence of tanks and soldiers everywhere was

a rather strange thing for a teacher from New York City to accustom herself

to. Of course, my need for acculturation was only temporary and the degree

of "culture shock" was therefore lessened by this knowledge. However, the

depression I felt because I was an unwelcome stranger and my frequent feelings

of inadequacy due to the lack of proficiency in another language and knowledge

of alien customs is, I am sure, quite similar to tho feelings of a child from

Burma, Japan or Greece who is thrown into the foreign ground of New York City.

In an effort to understand how different cultures adapt to the culture

of the United State:, I f4hall first examine the general cultural patterns

of the United Staten and then contrast these patterns with the cultures

of several major groups who have immigrated or are in the process of immi-

grating to the United States.
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The study of kierican white middle class culture is naturally

a monumental proposition. Here I shall try to underline a few basic prob-

lems crucial for in unders1,:nding of the "American wy of life". Chris-

tianity has been a major farce in developing American attitudes and values.

The Chrihtian virtues of honesty, love for one's neighbors, gentleness,

kindness, generosity and equality of men are esteemed. Naturally, thews

qualities are often ignored in the American drives for upward economic and

social mobility, technological advancement and security. The"American

family" Is a cohesive, warm, loving unit which teaches the importance of

individuality and strives for moral virtue. Sex is acceptable only within

the bonds of matrimony. American middle class culture teaches that anyone

who works hard and struggles competitively will succeed. It prides itself

on the vast accomplishments of private enterprise and democratic government,

to the point of reinforcing the feeling of American superiority. It incon.

sistently maintains an in-group, out-group frame of reference. Women,

although allowed more opportunities than in some cultures, are generally

expected to lead fulfilling lives as wives and mothers. Although in-

dividuality is allowed expression, conformity is expected and these ex-

pectations are taught from early childhood. The American white middle-

class culture is of course filled with hypocrisy but this is what the

new immigrant encounters in the process of adjusting.

Education for white, middle-class America is revered as a means of

acquiring upward mobility. However, education dces not exist solely for

the purpose of vocational training; it gires children the chance to become

well-rounded individuals and prepares them for a good adult life with the

proper moml outlook. It L.,ives children the opportunity to practice the

competitive spirit they will need for a successful adult life and it serves

as a disciplinary agent which demands docility in children. I do not agree
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with many of these educati.oru objectives but I mm simply relating them

RS I have observed them to exiet in white middleclass America.

I °hall now diacuss throe different groups of immigrants and the

problems in acculturetion that they have faced ae a result of cultural

forms which conflict with traditional culturel patterns of white middle..cless

America.

First, from an historical perspective I shall consider two groups,

the Eastern Europen Jews and the Southern Italians And therm from a more

contemporary rerseective I shal/ deal with the acculturation of Puerto

Ricans.

Althoush there was an immigration of Jews to the United Ptates

before ti'e great waves of immigration at Around the turn of t- century,

the majority of Jees arrived at that time. These Jews were from Eastern

Europe end their laegunge end customs differed from those of the Sephardic

(Spanish and Portegueee, Jews end German Jews who had settled in the

United States before them. Most Jews c?me tattle United States in an effort

to floe the religious persecution that had so thoroughly pervaded the

history of the Jews. The great number of Eastern Europeen Jews in the

Unites. States "created A Jewish subculture in which almost everyone knew

and used a few Yiddish expressions, and which has Eerved es the first stage

in the assimilation to America. of ve.-y different kinds of Jewiah immigrants."4

One mejor force that has kept the Jews in the U.S. linked together

is the "sense of e common fete ". "In imrt, the counon sense of fate is

defined ultimately by connection to e single religion; to which everyone

is sti31 attached by birth and tradition if not by :fiction and belief. In

part, it reflecs the imposition of a common fate br the outer world whether,

in the form of Hitler's extermination or the mild differential behavior that

is met in America teday."5

These Jewish immigrants became members of the working class and found
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jobs in the garment industry in New York. (The Jewish population in

New York today is ono - quarter of the city's population, which it has been

since 1910 - New York City and its suburbs include one -half of the entire

Jewish population in the U. S. ) Many Jewe became owners of small busi-

nesses, a tradition that hat; continued today.

I feel that three basic factors have contributed to the cultural

pluralism which the Jew has achieved in American society. These three

factors have facilitated adjustment and nuccess in an often hostile

society. The first factor is the strength of the Jewish family, the second

is the sense of a common fate, mentioned before, which has led to the

development of American Jewish organizations on national as well as local

levels, and the third is the Jewish attitude towards education.

The Jewish religion dictates the importance of the family. Although

women traditionally occupy a lower status than their husbands they are

given a place of honor within the family. Children are the focal point

of the Jewish family and lre at the center of attention and concern of

their parents. Jewish families are generally well-planned and small.

"Although its distinctiveness is decreasing, Jewish family life is still

a strong unifying force. It is possible that Jewish family solidarity

tends to be strenpthened by prejudice, whereas the effect of prejudice

And diecrimination on more economically di s. groups without

traditions of fami3y solidarity is to weaken the famil,y."
6

The extreme sense of Jewish consciousness has been a cause of the large

number of Jewish or&nizations such as the Bonai Brith, the United Jewish

Appeal, the American Jewish Committee, etc. These organizations have worked

against anti-semitism in the country while at the same time serving to main-

tain the separatene::s of the American Jewish community.

Above all, the Jewish attitude toward education has contributed to the

high degree of upward mobility of the Jewish poAulation. Jewish children
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are conditioned frcm the start to value the importance of a college education

And the cohesiveness and verbal quality of Jewish family life reinforces

this attitude. For these tees tie, a ]surge proportion of second and third

generation Awn o to colleze and pursue professional careers.

The were wave of 17mitystion that brought most of the Eastern European

Jews to the U.3. also beought , tremendoun number of Italians from the south

of Italy. These people csme to ',lies United Statee smoking hatter economic

conditions then Cie:. !clew on eessanta and lendless laborer!) in Italy. The

intense dislike for southern Italians and Sicil! is by their northern

countrymen moved with the immigrants to America although the larger per-

centage was from the south.

Most of the immigrant Italians worked on construction projects in

the northeastern section of the country and as the Jews, most settled in

New York.

The tightness of village ties ccompanied these immigrants and the

Italian communiti?s in the United States kept these ties alive. The

Italians .ire very c:oitisus of oetsieers and thus like the Jews maintain

their separateness in residence as well es ethnic identity. The Italian

sense of f4mily, however, overshidowed any type of sense of common fate

characteristic of the Jews and therefore the orcnnizAtional pitttern

exemplified by the Jews did not develop to the spme unifying degree with

the Italinls.

A major difference between the Italian and Jewish familiee is the

feeling among It4lians that family ties Are of supremo importance.

Therefore, while it is relatively easy for a Jewish child to break the

tight tenni-1 bonds lid seek to improve himself through education, it ie

difficult for in Itnlinn child to break his Pirdly ties. Italians stress

family-improvement whereas the Jaws stress self-improvement (which is more

in accord with the cultural attitudes of white middle-class Aplerica).

A;;;.ins in contrast with the Igish pstlern, /tAlian f lie, are
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much 1Frger and not rib well planned, a consequence of the Roman Catholic

attitede abort contrfrception. Also, Itnlinn timings are more adult than

child-oentured. This lends to the Italian attitude townrd education.

"Despite a strong desire for materiel improvement, the Italian family did

not see A role for education in America. One improved one's circumstances

by hard work, pmrhve by h lucky strike, but not by spending time in a

school, taught by wumen, wno didn't even beat the ohildren. Pimento felt

that children shoeld contribute to the family budget as soon es possible,

and that was years before the time fixed by the state for the end of their

education. Truancy and drop-outs were a constant porblem, and were often

abetted by the parents, who wanted the children to help out in the shop

or store'"?

An interesting espect of Italian culture, which nvty be compared

with the Spanish concept of machismo, is the dominance of the Italian male

and the need to exhibit this in his behavior. This may be another of the

reasons thz't Italian children Adjunted so slowly to the schocl system in

America which emphasizes docility and feminine behavioral patterns.

Religiously, Italians have become quite "Americanized". They have

genernlly given op the treditional south Italian village church and have

developed n etrog identification with American Roman Catholicism which is

not limiter) to ItlliAns. "Thu new uuburbAn Catholiciam is stronger than

the Catholicism of the old neighborhood. It also operetes as a special

variant of the melting pot for the American - Italian group. In the

old neighborhood there way antegoniam between Irish and Italian Catholics....

The Irish and Italians, who often contended with each other in the cit,

may work together and with other groups in the Church in the surburbs, and

their separate ethnic identities are gradgally being muted in the common

identity of American Cutholiciam."8
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The immigration of Puerto Ricans to the U.S. is peculiar in that

these immigrant,' come to America as U. S. citizens. There is a great

tendency for Puerto Ricans toemove back and forth between Puerto Rico

and the cities, especially New York, in the Northeast where they have

settled. This fact is attested to by the large turnover of Puerto Rican

children in the Now York City public schools. After World War II, with

the establishment of air transportation between San Juan and New York,

Puerto Rican migration increased rapidly. Basically, the reason for the

migration was to seek better economic conditions in the U.S. "The American

standard of livini;, experienced indirectly and directly through mass media

and personal contacts, was a powerful agitating force. And as the Puerto

Rican population of New York itself grew, and migrants and their children

went back and forth bz, cheap iirplane, everyone had direct personal know-

ledge of wh,+ life was like in New York. Once the stream Is started and

the road open, once they path is made easy, ir,y rtinor cause may he suf-

ficient to decide Lo try one's luck in New York: :4 poor marriage, over-

bearing parents, e rense or hdventnre, a desire to see New York itself."9

Most of the Puerto Rican migrants who come to the U. S. are very

poor, urban slum-dwellers. They have been brought up in what Oscar Lewis

refers to as the celture of poverty and this continues when they settle

in the U. S. Puerto ticNn culteral consciousness is not as strong as the

other eronvs I h ove mentioned. Before the Spanish conquest of Puerto Rico

the Puerto Ricmi Indian cillture wtm relatively sirhple -nd undeveloped.

Puerto Ricans love very little romrenqus of this culture, just as the

reerto Rican Blacl'u, desolnded from slaves brought over by the Spanish, have

very little Alec. Identity. Lewis srehks of the Hispanizatten by Puerto

Ricans or many English wards. "This mixti.u.e of the two languages has been

decried by many Puerto Rican lusters and intellecturir. au a symptom of cul-

tural breakdown and as a threat to the Spanish language, which is the single
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most inportalu, basis of Puerto RicAn cultural identity.siO

The lower-class Puerto Rican family is often the result cf a con-

senual marriage mid therefore many Nerto Rican children are illegitimate.

These marriages break up very frequently and people often have several

marriages in a lifetime. Obviously these cultural patterns are antagonis-

tic to the values of white middle-class hnerica concerning marriage. Puerto

aican men are concerned with machismo (the expression of their manlinvse)

and a young boy is socialized accordingly. Here, again, American white

middle-class values about school are in conflict with the Puerto Rican

boy'S need to show his machismo. Lewis describes the Puerto Rican slum

dwellers' way of life: "they show a great zest for life, espec::.ally for

sex, and . seed for excitement, new experiences and adventures. Theirs

is an expressive style of life." 11

The Puerto Ricans who migrate to the V. S. are generally not very

religious although they are Catholic for the most part. Most of these

people who are employed are factory workers and the general standard of

livinc, is 7ery low, Nith a large percentage on welfare. Puerto Rican men

seem to acculturate mole readily than the womeyho are much more con-

servative and express more negative feelings to North Americans. Puerto

Rican community organization is relatively weak and thus has not facilitated

acculturation is did the strong organizational system of the Jews. "It may

very well be that it is because the Puerto Rican group has been so well

supplied with paternalistic guidance from their own government, as well as

with social services by city and private agencies, that it has not developed

powerful grass-roots organizfltions."12 Thus, many of the patterns signifi-

cant among groups who have acculturated rather smoothly and attained a

strong level of cullt,tv-il pluralism are ebsent in the culture of the lower-

class Puerto Rican who migratea to the mainland. The main factor is the

lack of a strong sense of group identification whi could be strengUiened
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by preservation of the Spanish lanpage through bilingual approaches to

education .

"Two Langaages Spoken Here", an'article from Grade Teacher, April,

1970, is concerned 'eith the ,bilingual approach to second language learn-

ing. Mr. %irkel, the author, is involved in the study of bilingual pro -

grams as an adrenistrative intern in the Connecticut State Department

of EducAion. His article deals with A federnw.funded bilingual pro-

gram which began a year ago in New Haven, Connecticut. The program v.ae

initiated as a result of meetings between the New Haven school system and

the Spanish-speaking community in New Havwl. The inconsistency and

superficiality or the English aa n Second LaliguafTa Program for Spanish-

speaking children was in desperate need of overhauling, as is the case in

New York and in other large metropolitan communities where children who

do not speak E.,1:lish aro allowed to become silent strangers.

Mr. 7irkel emphasizes the fact the bilingual approach to second

langiage teaching, through the utilization of both languagess(in this case

Spanish and English) allows for the perservation of the Spanish culture

while at the same time enabling acquisition of facility with English. He

also argues that this program will enable English-speaking children to

learn the language and culture of their Spanish classmates. However, the

question is raised as to what degree children will really be able to share

and understand one anotlerls cultures. Will the program be able to surpass

the level of simply making superficial cultural contrasts?

Mr. Zirkel discusses the team-teaching approach of the program. Each

classroom has a regular teacher who is a native speaker of English and a

bilingual teacher who is a native speaker of Spanish. These teachers are

assisted by bilingua) aides and a TEM teacher who works with the Spanish-

speaking children. The ultimate objective of the program is for all the
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children involved to achieve competence in both languages after a five

year period. The team-teacher method provides a model for children to

follow in learning and respecting a foreign language and culture.

Mr. Zirkel attributes the increhsed activity and concern on the part

of Spanish-speakinc parents ,to the bilingual program. I agree with him

that them is a very strong need to maintain a sense of pride in the

heritage and language of non-native speakers of English. This newly re-

born sense of pride is probably largely responsible for the growing

parent participation.

Mr. Zirkel speaks very optimistically about the evaluations conducted

thus far, although he does concede that it is far two early to accurately

evaluate the program. He speaks of the vocabulary improvements shown by

both Spanish and English-speaking children. Again, I must question the

thoroughness of the progrnm. How does it plan to eliminate the discrepancy

between extra-curricular reinforcement in the second language? Spanish-

speaking children will naturally receive reinforcement through exposure

to the mass media. After all, they are living in an English language

bath. Since the English- speaking children will be receiving virtually all

of their language education in school how will they be able to maintain any

level of bilingualism? This leads to my next question concerning the pro-

visions, if any, for a transitional period. Will the Spanish-speaking

children continue to learn math, social studies, science, etc. in Spanish

through the. sixth grade and then suddenly be expected to change completely

to English in Junior High School?

I agree emphatically with Mr. Zirkel that the bilingual approach to

second language te:teling is valuahle. It is very important to give children

the opportunity to experience A feeling of pride in their cultural bacIl=

ground, just as It is importRnt io expose all children to different cul-

tures. This method also gives non-native speakers of English an opportunity

to prove themselves and to learn at a steady rate without the feel g of
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utter confusion and falure expo riencedby 7.ar&y children who hlve not yet

le:rn:d English. However, this method cannot provide a solution for

schools with heavy populatims'of, for. example, Japanese, Spanish, English

and Greek- speakinp children. It seems that a near-optimum situation

with a roughly equal proportion of children speaking two different languages

is a prerequisite for success with the bilingual approach.

The teacher of Enzlish as a Second Language must remain attuned to

the acculturation patterns and problems of the various immigrant groups

whom he teaches. I feel that in-se-vice courses dealing with the

culturs.s of these trmigr:.nts ;;coups would be beneficial to thF 7141, pro-

gram. I also feel l'h4t the graduate proiyams which ,rep re teachers of

English Js a SecoDo LanINige mast recoznize the need for required courses

in anthropology and sociology as a means of broadening the students, under-

standing of culuure and society.
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